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     Prophet Muhammad and his Progeny (Peace Be Upon Them, 
henceforth P.B.U.T.) have set the seeds of many human and natural 
sciences, including linguistic-related reflections. As such, the current 
study concords with the assumption that these great Islamic figures have 
had their essential impact on the subsequent fields of study concentrating 
on language, rhetoric and communication. Argument is hypothesized by 
this study to be one of the most prominent  aspects of that influential role 
of Prophet Muhammad and his Progeny. Argument has been widely 
employed in the religious speeches delivered to Muslims and to other 
religions followers by Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) and his progeny 
(P.B.U.H.) in defense of Islam and Islamic fundamentals and in pursuit 
of establishing the basic rights and humanistic principles sought by 
Islam. Lady Fatimatulzahra (P.B.U.H.), the daughter of Prophet 
Muhammad (P.B.U.H.), wife of Imam Ali and the mother of Imam 
Hasan and Imam Hussein (P.B.U.H.) is a case in point of this belief. 
Moreover, the great and knowing personality of Lady Fatimatulzahra 
represents a rich source for linguistic studies. Lady Fatimatulzahra's 
(P.B.U.H.) speech is characterized by various pragma-rhetorical aspects 
which need a careful study and investigation. Thus, this study has set 
itself the aims of identifying some of the most significant  pragma-
rhetorical strategies of argument employed by her. Further, how these 
strategies have been used to get her argumentative aims fulfilled.  The 
results and discussions of this study have arrived at the conclusions that  
the most frequent pragma-rhetorical strategies utilized by her are:  
Rhetorical Questions, Metaphors and Warrants. In addition, she has 
made use of these strategies to persuade her audience successfully.      
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1. Introduction  
As human beings living in an uncertain world, we make claims about 
many matters about which we do not have knowledge or even well-
confirmed beliefs. Arguments are found where there is some controversy 
or disagreement about a subject and people try to resolve that  
disagreement rationally. When they put forward arguments, they offer 
reasons and evidence to try to persuade others that their beliefs are 
correct. 
According to Govier (2010:1), an argument is "a set of claims in 
which one or more of them—the premises—are put forward so as to offer 
reasons for another claim, the conclusion". An argument may have 
several premises, or it may have only one. there are two premises. When 
we present arguments in speaking or writing, we try to persuade others 
by giving reasons or citing evidence to back up our claims. We may also 
construct and consider arguments as a means of reflecting on how we 
could justify a claim that we already believe (Ibid: 2). 
As far as the use of argument genre in religious genres, particularly in 
speeches delivered by Prophet Muhammad and his progeny (P.B.U.T.) is 
concerned, argument has been widely employed in the religious speeches 
delivered to Muslims and to other religions followers by Prophet 
Muhammad (P.B.U.H.)and his progeny (P.B.U.T.) in defense of Islam 
and Islamic fundamentals and in pursuit of establishing the basic rights 
and humanistic principles sought by Islam. It is thought that the great 
acceptability, respect, and prevalence that characterize these speeches 
come from the power of argument  Prophet Muhammad  and his progeny 
(P.B.U.T.) possess, which reflects the Prophet's great and humanitarian 
character and teachings that he possessed and passed to his progeny. 
Prophet Muhammad's progeny, as elevated Islamic figures represent the 
natural continuation of  Prophethood. Lady Fatimatulzahra(P.B.U.H.), 
the daughter of Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.), wife of Imam Ali and 
the mother of Imam Hasan and Imam Hussein (A.S.), is a perfect 
example of this fact. Moreover, she (A.S.)represents the natural 
perpetuity of the Message of Islam as the container of humanitarian and 
scientific fields of knowledge. 
The great and knowing personality of Lady Fatimatulzahra(P.B.U.H.) 
represents a rich source of linguistic studies(Ordoni, 1987:226). These 
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speeches are characterized by various pragma-rhetorical aspects, mainly 
the pragma-rhetorical strategies, which need a careful study and 
investigation. Thus, this study has set itself the aims of identifying some 
of the most significant pragma-rhetorical strategies of argument 
employed by Lady Fatimatulzahra (P.B.U.H.). Further, how these 
strategies have been used to get her argumentative aims fulfilled. To 
achieve these aims, some related pragmatic issues, more precisely 
argumentative strategies and pragma-rhetorical tropes, are necessary to  
be discussed in order to develop the procedure which used for analyzing 
the data of this study (the renowned speech of Fadak).   
2. An Eclectic Model of Analysis  
The model which is adopted by this study is based on the Toulmin's 
Model (2003) and Al-Hindawi and Abu-Kroozs' Model (2012) of 
Pragma-rhetorical Tropes, alongside with the observations made by this 
work. This model can be illustrated as follows: 
 2.1Toulmin's(2003)Model of Argument  
Toulmin's(2003) Model of Argument, named after the British 
philosopher Stephen Toulmin, offers well-formed structure that designed 
for building up critical and persuasive arguments, particularly for 
situations where there are no clear-cut right answers. This model 
includes six fundamental elements that weigh and enhance the pros and 
cons relevant to an argument.  
2.1.1Claim 
A claim is "a statement which contains structure and is presented as 
the outcome of the argument; it refers to the course of action followed by 
an arguer in a particular conflict situation"(Simosi, 2003:191). It is the 
point that the arguer is trying to establish or the assertion he/she wishes 
to confirm. In other words, the claim is the proposition an arguer wants 
someone else to adopt.  
There are three types (strategies) of claims:  
1. Fact Based Claim: Claim that focuses on empirically verifiable 
phenomena (by means of direct observation, experimentation, or other 
data-supported research).  
2. Judgment and Value Claim: Claim involving opinions, attitudes, and 
subjective evaluations.  
3. Policy Based Claim: Claim advocating courses of action that should 
be taken. 
2.1.2 Evidence 
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The evidence, according to (Ibid.), is an utterance which constitutes 
the proof at the arguing party's disposal. It may refer to past events, 
information about the conflict situation at hand, or the communication 
exchanged between the two parties. In general, any utterance used as a 
point of departure in the particular argument on the basis of which the 
claim was made was coded as evidence. While, some components in 
Toulmin's (2003) Model can be left out of an argument or implied 
without being explicitly stated, evidence must always be included and 
explicitly stated. Moreover, it should be sufficient, credible , and 
accurate.( McGlone, 2007: 5) .  
2.1.3 Warrant 
The warrant represents an underlying link between the claim and 
evidence. That is, it points out the reason behind the evidence given by 
arguers in support of the claim. Thus, Simosi(2003:191) states, it is an 
utterance which is used as a rule, principle, premise or inference-license 
and acts as a bridge between the evidence and the claim. The warrant 
indicates the relevance of the evidence to the claim. The rule may refer to 
different levels of generality; for instance, a specific warrant may allude 
to a concrete reason, which refers to information relevant to that 
particular case, or express reasons which more directly allude to the 
person’s beliefs (stemming from social and/or organizational values).but 
often there is no need to state them explicitly because they are implied by 
the context. 
Toulmin (2003:97-98) defines six main strategies that can bring the 
evidence and claim together within a framework of argument:  
1. Generalization Warrant: Connects that which is true for a 
representative utterance to what is apparently true for the whole 
proposition upon which the utterance is built.  
2. Sign Warrant: links the data/evidence as a signal, clue, or indicator of 
the claim.  
3. Authority Warrant: relates the evidence to highly-established and 
sound sources to enhance and consolidate the claim.  
4.Analogy Warrant: Analogies of similar events, incidents, episodes or 
situations are used  to attach the evidence to the claim.  
5. Causality Warrant: Here, the evidence is utilized as being a direct   
result or consequence of the claim.  
6. Principle Warrant: the evidence is being linked to the claim as a way 
of direct application of a broader, relevant principle (Ibid).The 
aforementioned six strategies are employed by those who indulge 
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themselves in arguments at different levels of generality within an 
argument structure. 
2.1.4 Backing 
The next important element of arguments distinguished by Toulmin is 
that of the backing of warrants. Backings provide support for warrants. 
They become relevant when a warrant is challenged. This occurs when 
the legitimacy of the range of arguments as licensed by a warrant is 
challenged (Verheij,2006:358). 
Hence, Backing is evidence that underpins and sustains warrant. It 
has the same function of the evidence enhancing a claim since it may 
take the form of quotations and sayings of others, reported events, 
concluding remarks, physical evidence, or other pieces of information or 
reasoning. However, theevidence (Warrant) utilized for supporting a 
claim is an indispensible component of any argument; whereas backing is 
not a necessary component of the argument organizational structure. 
Nevertheless, when the backing is being resort to, it must be explicitly 
realized rather than implied.  
2.1.5 Rebuttal 
The rebuttal provides conditions of exception for the argument. 
Rebuttals  are distinct both from evidence and from warrants, indicating 
circumstances in which the general authority of the warrant would have 
to be set aside, Toulmin (2003:94) argues. Therefore, arguers recourse to 
them whenever they wish to mitigate any objections that might raised 
against their claims by suggesting reasons to belittle the counterargument 
or otherwise to weaken its significance. Dealing with counterarguments 
and objections is thus a key part of the process of building arguments, 
refining them, and interpreting them. 
2.1.6 Qualifier   
Qualifiers are words or phrases limiting the force of your claim - 
using probably to absolutely. They can express a degree of force that the 
Data (Evidence) give to the Claim by the Warrant. Following (Verheij, 
2006:348),Qualifiers are simply thought of as some kind of modal 
operators on statements. As a result, Toulmin’s qualifiers will be 
considered as being a part of utterances that expresses the claim 
supported by the data. 
Furthermore, qualifiers constitute a very important part of the 
argument structure for several reasons illustrated by (Galea et 
al.,2002:11-12). First, language with qualifiers is safer; second, qualifiers 
require modifying the claim to obtain audience acceptance; and therefore, 
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increase interaction possibility with his/her audience in a smooth way 
that enable them to convince the listeners/audience of the claims raised in 
the first place. Finally, they reflect how polite and moderate the arguer is 
in presenting his arguments in a  persuasive tone. 
2.2Al-Hindawi and Abu-Kroozs' Model (2012) of Pragma-rhetorical 
Tropes  
According (Larrazabal and Korta, 2006:7), a crucial notion of the 
intention to persuade links rhetoric with pragmatics in a global 
intentional architecture of individuals, distinguishing and combining at 
the same time communicative intention and persuasive intention. It is 
very clear that these two intentions are in different levels. We need first 
the fulfillment of communicative intention, in order to make possible 
then the fulfillment of persuasive intention. By means of the satisfaction 
of the communicative intention one can get the satisfaction of a 
persuasive intention (particularly, the intention to convince in 
argumentative discourse).  
However, this fact can be better realized by means of Pragma-
rhetorical Tropes, whereby a proposition might be stated in different 
ways with the employment of various strategies and devices. These 
strategies incur many classifications and taxonomic approaches. Still, the 
Pragma-rhetorical Tropes model developed by Al-Hindawi and Abu-
Kroozs' (2012) is the most relevant one to the purposes of this paper; 
consequently, it is adopted by the work for analyzing the data under 
investigation. According Al-Hindawi and Abu-Kroozs' (2012:15) 
Pragma-rhetorical Tropes are classified into two major types, namely, 
Clarification Tropes that can be used to support and to strengthen the 
argument strategies as they serve to clarify and add to the point made by 
arguers. And Emphatic Tropes, which are adopted by speakers to 
expand on and enhance claims and warrants issued in arguments, or they 
might be part of the pragmatic strategies employed to trigger such acts. In 
addition, each one of these two principal types of strategies (tropes) are 
subdivided into three sub-strategies that are tackled in detail below ( See 
2.2.1. and 2.2.2 below).   
2.2.1 Clarification Tropes 
Some tropes may be used to clarify the speaker's ideas, attitudes and 
to show his/her evaluation of certain topic or person (Harris, 2008:2).  
Those tropes include: 
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a. Metaphor 
Metaphor is defined as a figure of similarity, a word or phrase is 
replaced by an expression denoting an analogous circumstance in a 
different semantic field (Gibbs; 2001:326). The comparison adds a new 
dimension of meaning to the original expression. Unlike simile, the 
comparison is not made explicit (‘like’ or ‘as’) are not used (For more 
details of metaphor, see Mihas (2005), Rozina and Karapetjana (2009). 
Pragmatically speaking, metaphor is not only rendered from the flouting 
of Grice’s conversational maxims, but also from violating Sperber and 
Wilsons' relevance maxim. Thus, metaphor may be a suitable pragma-
rhetorical device at the speakers’ disposal to convey their opinions, 
evaluations, attitudes towards certain things or persons indirectly. 
b. Simile  
Simile is an explicit comparison (using “like” or “as”) between two 
things of unlike nature that yet have something in common. Two things 
are openly compared with each other, introduced by ‘like’ or ‘as’ (Cruse, 
2006: 165). However, explicit comparisons might be used effectively to 
leave the desired impact on the listeners. The speaker elaborates on 
certain behaviour of to whom he/she directs his/her claims via employing 
the pragma-rhetorical strategy of simile intended to maximize the 
condemned acts by means of explicit comparison.  
c. Irony  
Irony is defined as a discrepancy between what a speaker says and 
what he or she believes to be true, such as the utterance “What a sunny 
day” during a storm (Xiang Li, 2008:5). As for the relation between irony 
and the pragmatic issues, irony is traditionally seen as sub-strategy of a 
broader category of indirect speech acts as well as conversational 
implicatures, on which it entirely relies, Attardo (2001:165) maintains. 
Pragmatically speaking, any utterance (depending on the context) can be 
used for the purpose of irony, whether it signals the opposite or echoes 
some other person attitude. Ironic utterances are meant to prove certain 
claims or support and back certain propositions passed by arguers  via the 
employment of different pragma- rhetorical devices such as hyperbole, 
rhetorical questions, metaphors, excessive politeness etc…  
2.2.2 Emphatic Tropes 
Mendoza and Peña (2007:152) argue that some tropes, such as 
overstatement and understatement, are basically employed by speakers 
for emphatic purposes. The emphasis tropes comprise:  
a. Rhetorical Questions  
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Rhetorical questions (RQs) are generally defined as questions that 
neither seek information nor elicit an answer (Han, 1997:3). Moreover, a 
rhetorical question is an effective pragma-rhetorical tool that might 
employed speakersto persuade listeners of their own ideas and beliefs, or 
to validate the claims they raise against a third party in their argument.   
Pragmatically speaking, rhetorical questions have the illocutionary force 
of an assertion of the opposite polarity from what is apparently asked. 
That is, a rhetorical positive question has the illocutionary force of a 
negative assertion, and a rhetorical negative question has the 
illocutionary force of a positive assertion (Black, 2006:26).  
b. Overstatement (Hyperbole) 
Hyperbole is defined as a figure of speech involving deliberate 
exaggeration for rhetorical effect, to increase impact or to attract 
attention. Exaggeration may be negative or positive (Cruse, 2006: 80). 
After metaphor, hyperbole is the most common trope. Accordingly, it 
might be adopted by speakers to magnify or support their claims.                                                                                 
c. Understatement (Litotes) 
Understatement is a by-product of flouting the maxims of quantity 
and quality. An understatement is a statement which, somehow, because 
it is conspicuously less informative than some other statement, can be 
used to express the meaning of the more informative statement (Ruiz, 
2006: 6). Such purposeful uninformativity runs counter to the Gricean 
principle that one should do what one can to make oneself understood, 
but it is consistent with the contrary principle that one should do no more 
than one has to.     






An Eclectic Model Pragma-rhetorical Strategies of Argument 
3. Text Analysis and Discussion   
Al-Hindawi and Abu-Kroozs' (2012), the eclectic model illustrated 
above (See Section 2. above) is used for analyzing the data under study 
represented by selected texts taken from the renowned speech delivered 
by Lady Fatimatulzahra (P.B.U.H.). Moreover, this model is adapted in 
order to investigate the various types of Pragma-rhetorical Strategies of 
Argument utilized by her(P.B.U.H.) in order to persuade her audience of 
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the just cause that Lady Fatimatulzahra (P.B.U.H.) seek to defend and 
establish. 
It is very important to highlight the properties of the text before 
analyzing it: 
1. Lady Fatimatulzahra's (P.B.U.H.) argument is a monologue-like 
process that is progresses in the following way: At the outset of each 
text, she uses a combination of strategies argument intermixed with 
one another (claim and evidence connected by means of warrant 
which is followed by a backing strategy). Additionally, qualifiers are 
employed sometimes to mitigate the effect of the negative side of the 
injustice done to the speaker and to consolidate the reality of the 
proposition that trigger all these pragmatic strategies of argument. 
Thus, it is clear that she starts with one proposition represented by 
claim strategy which is in turn enhanced by other argumentative 
ones; sealed with concluding strategies that are usually put in the 
form of rhetorical questions and another emphatic strategy usually 
used in support of the original proposition set by her in each text. 
2. In similar vein, it worth to mention that emphatic pragma-rhetorical 
tropes in general, and rhetorical questions in particular are utilized in 
abundance to the extent that their employment outnumbers the use of 
other argumentative devices (viz. claim, evidence and warrant). Since 
the tropes are used even as backing and supporting strategies to 
strengthen the other strategies of argument. Further, many rhetorical 
questions are employed at the end or the second part of almost each 
text. This fact is not surprising, and very significant at the same time 
since it reflects the great linguistic abilities and the highly elevated 
style of the speaker, which shows how deep the indulgence of Lady 
Fatimatulzahra's (P.B.U.H.) towards the Glorious Quran style that 
address the minds of people by recoursing to various figures of 
speech with special attention to rhetorical questions. So, this feature 
is an interesting and important one since it verifies one the central 
aims this study has concerned itself with; that is, confirming the 
claim that Lady Fatimatulzahra (P.B.U.H.) represents a rich source 
for linguistic studies due to the great and knowing personality of this 
great Islamic humanitarian figure. 
3. However, clarification tropes are used to a lesser degree (especially 
irony which is not used at all) by Lady Fatimatulzahra (P.B.U.H.), as 
she heavily relies on emphatic tropes on the one hand; and uses 
metaphoric strategies ( which shows again the great influence of Holy 
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Quranic Texts on her linguistic strategies) on the other hand. In 
addition to that, the high morals and noble Islamic prophetic 
linguistic behaviour estrange her from employing any FTA strategies.   
4. Moreover, Quranic verses are profusely employed by Lady 
Fatimatulzahra (P.B.U.H.) in pursuit of supporting and consolidating 
her true rightful claims, which are based on the Holy Quran and 
Prophet's Hadith that is also used in support of her righteous 
proposition. That is why, most of the Quranic verses and Hadith 
utilized in this speech are given in the form of  undisputable 
evidence, warrants, and backings. 
5.It is noteworthy that the original Arabic text is the text which will be 
under analysis, whereas English translation is provided here for 
explanatory purposes.  
3.1 Text Analysis 
Text (1) 
﴿رو ه ا أ نأ أو  ها نأ  هو رأ نأ  هرا
 ا و م وا و م  ا ذإ ا نأ  هاو
 را ا و را ثدا طإو را   ا   مو
ذمإو  ءإ  و ه إ ا ا  ا ىأ ر د ا
   ا رم م   ة مو ة مام   مدأ 
 سا  و  را  و  با  و ظ (ص)
دو ا ا إ او ا  و اا  م ا 
 رإو رو راو أر  إ ا   ا ا إ  ص )
(  ةروو را با نارو راا    ار  راا ه  
  او و ا  و أو م أ  ا  را ا
و ا رو.﴾  
I too bear witness that my Father, Muhammad, is His Slave and 
Messenger, Whom He chose prior to sending him, named him before 
sending him; when creatures were still concealed in that which was 
transcendental, guarded from that which was appalling and associated 
with the termination and nonexistence. For Allah the Exalted knew that 
which was to follow, comprehended that which will come to pass, And 
realized the place of every event. Allah has sent him 
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(Muhammad)(P.B.U.P.) as perfection for His commands, a resolution to 
accomplish His rule, and an implementation of the decrees of His 
Mercy. So he found the nations to vary in their faiths; Obsessed by their 
fires, Worshipping their idols, And denying Allah despite their 
knowledge of Him. Therefore, Allah illuminated their darkness with my 
Father, Muhammad, (P.B.U.P.) uncovered obscurity from their hearts, 
and cleared the clouds from their insights. He revealed guidance among 
the people; So he delivered them from being led astray, led them away 
from misguidance, guided them to the proper religion, and called them 
to the straight path. Allah then chose to recall him back in mercy, love 
and preference. So, Muhammad (P.B.U.P.) is in comfort from the 
burden of this world, he is surrounded with devoted angels, the 
satisfaction of the Merciful Lord, and the nearness of the powerful King. 
So may the praise of Allah be upon my Father, His Prophet, Trusted 
one, the chosen one from among His creatures, and His sincere friend, 
and may peace and blessings of Allah be upon him. 
Text (1) is of great significance in relation to the rest of the speech, 
since it is composed of a highly intricate network of pragma-rhetorical 
strategies that are placed altogether to establish the cornerstone of this 
speech argument, that is, Lady Fatimatulzahra's (P.B.U.H.) usurped 
rights by establishing her holy unique affinity to the Prophet and how 
that her bond with the Prophethood has been wasted and ignored by her 
own people. The tremendously interwoven texture of this text 
incorporates a blend of various pragma-rhetorical devices utilized by 
Lady Fatimatulzahra (P.B.U.H.) in order to lay the ground for her 
fundamental proposition concerning her confiscated rights. She initiates 
her argument with a fact based claim strategy intermingled with 
evidence oneﮫﻟﻮﺳرو هﺪﺒﻋ اﺪﻤﺤﻣ ﻲﺑأ نأ ﺪﮭﺷأو combined with a series of 
warrant strategiesﮫﺜﻌﺑا نأ ﻞﺒﻗ هﺎﻔﻄﺻاﻮھﺎﺒﺘﺟا نأ ﻞﺒﻗ هﺎﻤﺳو ﮫﻠﺳرأ نأ ﻞﺒﻗ هرﺎﺘﺧا, 
which are in turn, backed up by clarification metaphoric tropes ﻖﺋﻼﺨﻟا ذإ
ﺔﻧﻮﺼﻣ ﻞﯾوﺎھﻷا ﺮﺘﺴﺑوﺔﻧﻮﻨﻜﻣ ﺐﯿﻐﻟﺎﺑ.Additionally, authority warrant ﷲﺎﮭﺜﻌﺘﺑاand 
causality warrant ﮫﺘﻤﺣر ﺮﯾدﺎﻘﻤﻟ اذﺎﻔﻧإو ﮫﻤﻜﺣ ءﺎﻀﻣإ ﻰﻠﻋ ﺔﻤﯾﺰﻋو strategies are 
made use ofin consolidation of the principal claim made by her.  
In developing her argument through repeating the same evidence 
strategy (ص)ﺪﻤﺤﻣ ﻲﺑأ, which is strengthened by several backing 
clarification metaphoric tropes ﺎﮭﻤﮭﺑ بﻮﻠﻘﻟا ﻦﻋ ﻒﺸﻛو ﺎﮭﻤﻠﻇﺪﻤﺤﻣ ﻲﺑﺄﺑ ﷲا رﺎﻧﺄﻓ
ﺎﮭﻤﻤﻏ رﺎﺼﺑﻷا ﻦﻋ ﻰﻠﺟو. It is clear that these tropes have a double function 
here. First, they are used to consolidate the evidence given by her; 
secondly, metaphoric expressions are resorted to by speakers to establish 
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some opinions or propositions  and to pass certain evaluations  
indirectly. Thus, she indirectly supports her main claim again and pave 
the way to the major proposition concerning the violated rights of the 
progeny of Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) that are represented by her 
own taken belongings and properties, being the first violations 
committed deliberately against the progeny of Prophet 
Muhammad(P.B.U.H.). It is important to state that in this introductory 
text, Lady Fatimatulzahra's (P.B.U.H.) relies heavily on clarification 
tropes, particularly Lady Fatimatulzahra's metaphoric pragma-rhetorical 
strategies. A question is to be raised here "Why recoursing to this 
particular trope?" This inquiry is answered by Gibbs  and Colston 
(2001:2) who argue that metaphors are simply genuine means of 
expressing things and propositions that cannot be said in any other way. 
Therefore, metaphors are the most common  and widely used tropes by 
speakers and writers and they, consequently, reflect the speaker's 
linguistic creativity. Such creativity is one of the most distinguishing 
features of Prophet Muhammad and his progenys'  (P.B.U.H.) great 
linguistic abilities that reflect their deep preoccupation with the Holy 
Quran inimitable verses. Off course, Lady Fatimatulzahra's (P.B.U.H.) is 
part of this highly elevated Quranic atmosphere, therefore, it is not 
surprising to see her employing such powerful linguistic means to 
underpin her fundamental claim and eventually establish the real 
intended proposition.  
Text (2) 
﴿ص  أ و ط مأ اا سا أ  و اوو اد ا  لأ
 أ  أ و  لأ  لأ  ٌَ ْِْمأ ْِ ٌلَُر ْَءْ ِْَ
ٌَِر ٌفوُؤَر َِِْُِ ْْَ ٌَ ْِَ   نود أ هو هو هو ن
 د ا  ص إ ىا و ر نود   ا أو م
ر  إ اد  اآ  ر ا ر   ةرا 
 ا اوو ا ما  ا و ا ا او 
 و ا ز مو   ا أو   ا ى 
  و قاو ا  او قا و حطو طا 
صا ا  م  صا.﴾  
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Be informed that I am Fatima, and my father is Muhammad 
(P.B.U.H.) I say that repeatedly and initiate it continually; I say not what 
I say mistakenly, nor do I do what I do aimlessly. "Now hath come 
unto you an Apostle from amongst yourselves; It grieves him that 
you should perish; Ardently anxious is he over you; To the believers 
he is most kind and merciful". Thus, if you identify and recognize 
him, you shall realize that he is my father and not the father of any of 
your women; the brother of my cousin (Ali A.S.) rather than any of your 
men. What an excellent identity he was, may the peace and blessings of 
Allah be upon him and his descendants. Thus, he propagated the 
Message, by coming out openly with the warning and while inclined 
away from the path of the polytheists, (whom he) struck their strength 
and seized their throats, while he invited (all) to the way of his Lord 
with wisdom and beautiful preaching; He destroyed idols, and defeated 
heroes, until their group fled and turned their backs.So night revealed its 
dawn; righteousness uncovered its genuineness; the voice of the 
religious authority spoke out loud; the evil discords were silenced; The 
crown of hypocrisy was diminished; the tightening of infidelity and 
desertion were untied, So you spoke the statement of devotion amongst 
a band of starved ones;  
In text (2), Lady Fatimatulzahra's (P.B.U.H.) goes on with the same 
fundamental argument through another fact based claim strategy 
asserted by the use of her first name (Fatima) ﺔﻤﻃﺎﻓ ﻲﻧأ اﻮﻤﻠﻋا, and mixed 
with the same evidence strategy (ص) ﺪﻤﺤﻣ ﻲﺑأlaunched in the beginning 
of text (1). However, these two pragmatic strategies of argument are not 
adopted in this text to trigger a new claim; but, rather to serve as implied 
backing strategy for the original claim in a way that proves the 
discoursal unity characterizing her speech. In addition, a series of 
backing strategies follow and support the warrant  ﻻو ﺎﻄﻠﻏ لﻮﻗأ ﺎﻣ لﻮﻗأ ﻻو
ﺎﻄﻄﺷ ﻞﻌﻓأ ﺎﻣ ﻞﻌﻓأ. In this respect, the interesting point about the two texts 
analyzed so far is they utilize the same claim and warrant strategies, but 
via various linguistic means. This is why, Lady Fatimatulzahra's 
(P.B.U.H.)resort to the use of a very influential form of warrant strategy, 
namely, authority warrant strategy actualized by her employment of the 
Quranic verse ْﯿَﻠَﻋ ٌﺺﯾِﺮَﺣ ْﻢﱡﺘِﻨَﻋ ﺎﻣ ِﮫْﯿَﻠَﻋ ٌﺰﯾِﺰَﻋ ْﻢُﻜِﺴُﻔْﻧَأ ْﻦِﻣ ٌلﻮُﺳَر ْﻢُﻛَءﺎﺟْﺪَﻘَﻟ َﻦﯿِﻨِﻣْﺆُﻤْﻟﺎِﺑ ْﻢُﻜ
ٌﻢﯿِﺣَر ٌفوُؤَر .Because, connecting the evidence to the authority of the 
Glorious Quran, which is derived from the Almighty Allah's 
Unquestionable Authority represents powerful device at the speaker's 
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disposal and shows her deep knowledge and original comprehension of 
these divine verses. 
Lady Fatimatulzahra's (P.B.U.H.) soon supports her claims and 
evidence by multifunctional "principle warrant strategy"  هﻮﻓﺮﻌﺗو هوﺰﻌﺗ نﺈﻓ
 هوﺪﺠﺗﻲﺑأ  ﻢﻜﺋﺎﺴﻧ نودوﺎﺧأ  ﻲﻤﻋ ﻦﺑاﻲﻠﻋ blended with the above mentioned 
evidence ﻲﺑأalong with another evidence وﺎﺧأ  ﻲﻤﻋ ﻦﺑاﻲﻠﻋ ,which 
constitutes another essential part of the primary proposition concerning 
the affinity attribute and unique blood bond that links the holy progeny 
to the Prophet(P.B.U.H.) and his progeny. In addition to the function of 
connecting the evidence to the claim, the principle warrant strategy used 
here realizes two additional pragmatically oriented functions: first, it 
enhances the original claim set by in the beginning of text (1), and 
second, it implies a backing strategy function in favour of the new 
evidence added in text (2). The fact some warrants are used for backing 
purposes is confirmed by Nikolić and Tomić (2009:1372). 
     Nevertheless, claims and warrants are strengthened by several 
metaphoric tropes in a very complex interweaving way that ends the 
second text with well-formed preparation to the rest of the text parts in 
the speech ﺖﺳﺮﺧو ﻦﯾﺪﻟا ﻢﯿﻋز ﻖﻄﻧو ﮫﻀﺤﻣ ﻦﻋ ﻖﺤﻟا ﺮﻔﺳأو ﮫﺤﺒﺻ ﻦﻋ ﻞﯿﻠﻟا ىﺮﻔﺗ
قﺎﻘﺸﻟاو ﺮﻔﻜﻟا ﺪﻘﻌﺘﻠﺤﻧاو قﺎﻔﻨﻟا ﻆﯿﺷو حﺎﻃو ﻦﯿﻃﺎﯿﺸﻟا ﻖﺷﺎﻘﺷ . It is obvious that such 
metaphoric expressions as ىﺮﻔﺗ ,ﺮﻔﺳأ, ﻢﯿﻋز, ﺪﻘﻌﺘﻠﺤﻧا, are used to fulfill a 
backing function. And they are preceded by another qualifying strategy 
represented byﻰﺘﺣ which is intended here to modify the claim to obtain 
audience acceptance; and therefore, increase interaction possibility with 
her audience in a smooth way that enable her to convince the 
listeners/audience of the claims raised in the first place. However,  
Text (3) 
﴿ نا و ا ةمو برا  را  ة   و
 سا  نأ ن  ذأ ا نو قا ن اا طو
  نأ و او ا  ص   و كر ا م  
ا أ ةدو با نؤذو لا  ا طأ ارم ب اووأ  ب
    ا  هأ ف ا  ة ت وأ نا ن  وأ
  ا أ  ا ا تاذ  ادو   و   
 د ا م ا ا ءوأ  ا ا لر    ا  ه 
 نو اوا  ن نآ ن نداو ا  ر  مأو
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 ىوو مأ راد  ا را  لا  نوو لاا  نو را
 مو وا ظ مو ا ب و قا   ظ أ
 هز  أر نا طأو    ا  رو ا 
  ا    ةو     
 او ا   دروو إ     أو 
و   حاو ر او  أ ا ف ز اراا   لا
 ن مأو  و  ت    نإو ا ا 
  هاوزو ة أو ةاز أو ةظ هرأ ظأ  ا بو
 أ نو  رأ رظ ءارو ه و او هاوأو  ن ه
  ا  ةا  و    د ا   و  
نور أ  د و م  نأ ر إ ا   نو و
  دإو ا ا رامأ ءطإو يا نا ف نو 
ا ا مو ءرا  ا ن ءااو ةا  هوو  نو 
ا  نا وو ىا    .﴾ 
and you were on the edge of a hole of fire; (you were) the drink of 
the thirsty one; the opportunity of the desiring one; the fire brand of him 
who passes in haste; the step for feet; you used to drink from the water 
gathered on roads; eat jerked meat. You were despised outcasts always 
in fear of abduction from those around you. Yet, Allah rescued you 
through my father, Muhammad (P.B.U.H) after much ado, and after he 
was confronted by mighty men, the Arab beasts, and the demons of the 
people of the Book Who, whenever they ignited the fire of war, Allah 
extinguished it; and whenever the thorn of the devil appeared, or a 
mouth of the polytheists opened wide in defiance, he (P.B.U.H) would 
strike its discords with his brother (Ali A.S.), who comes not back until 
he treads its wing with the sole of his feet, and extinguishes its flames 
with his sword. 
 (Ali is) diligent in Allah’s affair, near to the Messenger of Allah, A 
master among Allah’s worshippers, setting to work briskly, sincere in 
his advice, earnest and exerting himself (in service to Islam);While you 
were calm, gay, and feeling safe in your comfortable lives, waiting for 
us to meet disasters, awaiting the spread of news, you fell back during 
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every battle, and took to your heels at times of fighting. Yet, When 
Allah chose His Prophet from the dwell of His prophets, and the abode 
of His sincere (servants); The thorns of hypocrisy appeared on you, the 
garment of faith became worn out, The misguided ignorant(s) spoke out, 
the sluggish ignorant came to the front and brayed. The he camel of the 
vain wiggled his tail in your courtyards and the your courtyards and the 
Devil stuck his head from its place of hiding and called upon you, he 
found you responsive to his invitation, and observing his deceits. He 
then aroused you and found you quick (to answer him), and invited you 
to wrath, therefore; you branded other than your camels and proceeded 
to other than your drinking places. Then while the era of the Prophet 
was still near, the gash was still wide, the scar had not yet healed, and 
the Messenger was not yet buried. A (quick) undertaking as you 
claimed, aimed at preventing discord (trial), Surely, they have fallen into 
trial already! And indeed Hell surrounds the unbelievers. How 
preposterous! What an idea! What a falsehood! For Allah’s Book is still 
amongst you, its affairs are apparent; its rules are manifest; its signs are 
dazzling; its restrictions are visible, and its commands are evident. Yet, 
indeed you have casted it behind your backs! What! Do you detest it? Or 
according to something else you wish to rule? Evil would be the 
exchange for the wrongdoers! And if anyone desires a religion other 
than Islam (submission to Allah), it never will it be accepted from him; 
And in the hereafter, he will be in the ranks of those who have lost. 
Surely you have not waited until its stampede seized, and it became 
obedient. You then started arousing its flames, instigating its coal, 
complying with the call of the misled devil, quenching the light of the 
manifest religion, and extinguished the light of the sincere Prophet. You 
concealed sips on froth and proceeded towards his (the Prophet) kin and 
children in swamps and forests (meaning you plot against them in 
deceitful ways), but we are patient with you as if we are being notched 
with knives and stung by spearheads in our abdomens. 
In this text, Lady Fatimatulzahra(P.B.U.H.) completes what she has 
started in the second text by linking  the fundamental evidence ﻲﺑأﺪﻤﺤﻣto 
the primary claim via the employment of another type of warrant 
strategies of argument, that is, 'analogy warrant pragmatic strategy' 
realized by such clauses as رﺎﻨﻟا ﻦﻣ ةﺮﻔﺣ ﺎﻔﺷ ﻰﻠﻋ ﻢﺘﻨﻛو, ﺧ ﺔﻟذأﻦﯿﺌﺳﺎ ,    ﻢﻛﺬﻘﻧﺄﻓ.
ﷲاAs these expressions are used here in analogy to the ones employed in 
the Holy Quran verses in order to consolidate the original claim and to 
stick to the established proposition regarding the usurped rights, 
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reflecting the Quranic-observing personality of Lady 
Fatimatulzahra's(P.B.U.H.). It is noteworthy, that the texture of text (3) 
constitutes a highly sophisticated network of various interrelated types 
of pragma-rhetorical strategies. The complex combination of these 
pragmatic devices might be decomposed as follows: after restating the 
evidence once again   ا م, she combines another 
evidenceهأ ف with a series of metaphoric warrants نؤذو لا 
با/ نا ن /  ة ت وأ/  /و 
which are employed for backing purposes. Additionally, a group of 
backing strategies  ا ا لر   ا أ  ا ا تاذ  ادو
  ا  ه  د ا م ا ا ءوأ  is provided to aid  
the new evidenceهأ introduced in this text with the intention of 
supporting the original proposition set earlier, and offering additional 
backing data about Imam Ali's precedence and great role in Islam and 
the injustice that is done to him at the hands of those who confiscated 
Lady Fatimatulzahra's(P.B.U.H.) divine allotments. Then, Lady 
Fatimatulzahra(P.B.U.H.) continues consolidating the claim, utilizing 
another combination of pragma-rhetorical tropes of metaphor  و
ا  مو وا ظ مو ا ب ا  رو combined 
with a qualifying argumentative strategy ,which is in  turn followed by 
supporting metaphoric expressions   دروو إ  . 
Furthermore, the qualifying strategy expressions  لاو   حاو
  are repeated in a reprimanding tone to appeal to her 
audience/listeners and persuade them about her just cause (claim) by 
evoking their sense of guilt due to their lagging to support the progeny 
of the Prophet ((P.B.U.H)after his death. 
       Nevertheless, the final part of this text attracts attention to the 
outset of the second half of the speech, which is characterized by the 
employment of emphatic pragma-rhetorical tropes represented by 
Rhetorical Questions (Henceforth RQs). The inclusion of this strategy 
signals the basic difference between the two major classes of tropes 
(clarification and emphatic). The former is used to reflect opinions, 
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attitudes and to initiate evaluations concerning certain topics or 
situations; while the latter is adopted to assert and maximize the effect 
of prior attitudes, opinions, viewpoints, etc. Therefore, they are used 
here to enhance and to amplify the significance of claims stated earlier 
in the speech. Three RQs  مأو/ن  رأنو/  ن ه أ  
are intermingled with authority and analogy based warrant strategies 
actualized by   و    د ا   و   
ا  ةا.  Moreover, two other pragma-rhetorical strategies are 
used to close down the textual process of asserting the principal claims, 
and these are: understatement  ءرا  ا ن and 
overstatementا  نا وو ىا     مو.  
Text (4) 
﴿ا  أ أ  ة و  ثرإ  نأ ن نا مأو ن 
ن   ا  أ و      مإ  ن أ
رإ  أأ نا أ ا  ا مأ ا  ب أ  أ ا 
    أ ثرأ و كأ ث ا  همو ا ب    أ
إ رظ ل ذ  ذإ ز و    ا  لَدُواد ُنْُ َثرَوَو
ل  لْَ لآ ْِ ُثَ َو ِُَ َِو ْمُ ْِ ِ ْَ  ِ ُا ُِُ
 لِْََْما َ ُْِ ِ ْِدْوأ  ا اوأ َو ِ ْَِ ْوأ ْُُْَ ْر
ىا ِبِ تا أ  اذإ   ْَِاِ ِَا اْَ كََ ْنإ
 و أ  ة و  ثرإ  نأ زَِُا َ َ ِفوُْَِ َِَا َو
 أ  ر  ا   ط إ ل  أ جأ   ا 
 ن أ ةاو  أ  أو مأ  وأ نرا   أ نإ ن أ
 مو  ا  و ( أ)  ء  و نآا ص ا مأ
ك  ك     او  او ا ا 
 فو  م و ن ذإ  و نا  ا و ا
. با  و  با   ن﴾ 
Yet-now you claim-that there is not inheritance for us! What!"Do they 
then seek after a judgment of (the Days of) ignorance? But How, for a 
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people whose faith is assured, can give better judgment than Allah? 
Don’t you know? Yes, indeed it is obvious to you that I am his daughter. 
O Muslims! Will my inheritance be usurped? O son of Abu Quhafa! 
Where is it in the Book of Allah that you inherit your father and I do not 
inherit mine? Surely you have come up with an unprecedented thing. Do 
you intentionally abandon the Book of Allah and cast it behind your 
back? Do you not read where it says: ‘And Suleiman inherited 
Dawood’? And when it narrates the story of Zakariya and says: 'So give 
me an heir as from thyself; (One that)will inherit me, and inherit the 
posterity of Yaqoob’ And: ‘But kindred by hood have prior rights 
against each other in the Book of Allah’ And: ‘Allah (thus) directs you 
as regards your children’s (inheritance) to the male, a portion equal to 
that of two females’ And:If he leaves any goods, that he make a bequest 
to parents and next of kin, according to reasonable usage; this is due 
from the pious ones.’ You claim that I have no share! And that I do not 
inherit my father! What! Did Allah reveal a (Quranic) verse regarding 
you, from which He excluded my father? Or do you say: ‘These (Fatima 
and her father) are the people of two faiths, they do not inherit each 
other?’ Are we not, me and my father, a people adhering to one faith? 
Or is it that you have more knowledge about the specifications and 
generalizations of the Quran than my father and my cousin (Imam Ali)? 
So, here you are! Take it! (Ready with) its nose rope and saddled! But if 
shall encounter you on the Day of Gathering; (thus) what a wonderful 
judge is Allah, a claimant is Muhammad, and a day is the Day of 
Rising.At the time of the Hour shall the wrongdoers lose; and it shall not 
benefit you to regret (your actions) then! For every Message, there is a 
time limit and soon shall you know who will be inflicted with torture 
that will humiliate him, and who will be confronted by an everlasting 
punishment. 
      Lady Fatimatulzahra(P.B.U.H.) maximizes and backs the claim 
 ة و  ثرإ  نأ ن with which she commences text (4) by 
means of a complex pragma-rhetorical strategy consisting of several 
various overlapping interrelated sub-strategies. Although, she profusely 
employs RQ emphatic devices realized by the following questions: 
  ن ا  أ/ن   ا  أ و/   ن أ
/مأ رإ  أأ/   أ أ ثرأ و كأ ث ا ب أ  أ ا 
همو ا ب  .  
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these are coupled with clarification simile strategy   
ا, followed by overstatement     , which are both 
utilized here  to show and to amplify the magnitude of the injustice done 
toLady Fatimatulzahra(P.B.U.H.). After that she uses warrant strategies 
of generalization َدُواد ُنْُ َثرَوَو, authorityِ ْِدْوأ ِ ُا ُِُ, 
analogy   ْوأ ْُُْَ ْرا اوأ َو, and causality   اذإ 
ا َو ْَِاِ ِَا اْَ كََ ْنا أَِُا َ َ ِفوُْَِ َِَ , 
combined with another series of RQs represented by:  ا  أ
 أ جأ /  نرا   أ نإ ن أ/ أ  أو مأ  وأ
 ةاو / و نآا ص ا مأ ن أ  ء؟ . Finally, 
the text is ended with two overstatements با  و  با, 
whose main task is to stress the great deal ofoppression and wrongdoing 
put on Fatimatulzahra and her progeny (P.B.U.H.).However, this text is 
remarkably characterized by adopting the two types of pragma-
rhetorical tropes in abundance in order to clarify and amplify the 
presence of the targeted claim that has been marked at the beginning of 
her speech.Further, RQs are one of the most powerful devices that are 
tremendously used in the Holy Quran verses for maximizing, persuasive 
ends. Consequently, they have a double function of increasing the effect 
of prior propositions and having a great assertive power can be made use 
of in support of certain claims raised. 
 
Text (5) 
﴿   او   ةا ه  ا و ا دأو ا  
  ن هو   ت اذإ ءا نإ ل أ ص ا لر ن  وأ ظ
 نأ لوازأو طأ   ةو لوأ  ط و إ اذ نو أ
 ت ( ص )  ار و ر مأ و  او و ا  
 زأو ا أو لا تأو  لا و  ضرا ظأو
 زا و ا ا او  و  ا و (ص)   ا
   و زم   ا ىا و أ  هؤ  ا ب  أ
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   و او ةوو مأو   ظأ  و 
 ِِْ ْِ ْَ ْ ٌلَُر إ ٌَُ  َ ءو   رو ا ءم
ُْْما َِ ْوأ َت ْن أ ُُا َا ُَ ْ ِْَِَ َ ْِْَ ْَ َو ْِْأ َ ْ
َِا ُا يْََ َو ْَ.﴾  
O you people of intellect! The strong supporters of the nation! And 
those who embraced Islam; What is this short-coming in defending my 
right? And what is this slumber (while you see) injustice (being done 
toward me)?Did not the Messenger of Allah (P.B.U.H.)my father, used 
to say: ‘A man is upheld (remembered) by his children’? O how quick 
have you violated (his orders)?!How soon have you plotted against us? 
But you still are capable (of helping me in) my attempt, and powerful (to 
help me) in that which I request and (in) my pursuit (of it). Or do you 
say:"Muhammad (P.B.U.H.) has perished;" Surely this is a great 
calamity; Its damage is excessive Its injury is great, Its wound (is much 
too deep) to heal. The Earth became darkened with his departure; the 
stars eclipsed for his calamity; hopes were seized; mountains submitted; 
sanctity was violated, and holiness was encroached upon after his death. 
Therefore, this, by Allah, is the great affliction, and the grand calamity; 
there is not an affliction which is the like of it; nor will there be a sudden 
misfortune (as surprising as this).The Book of Allah-excellent in 
praising him-announced in the courtyards (of your houses) in the place 
where you spend your evenings and mornings; A call, A cry, A 
recitation, and (verses) in order: It had previously came upon His 
(Allah’s) Prophets and Messengers; (for it is) A decree final, and a 
predestination fulfilled:"Muhammad is not but an Apostle: Many were 
the apostles that passed away before him. If he died or was slain, will ye 
then turn back on your heels? If any did turn back on his heel, not the 
least harm will he do to Allah, but Allah (on the other hand) will swiftly 
reward those who (serve Him) with gratitude."  
      Text (5) is launched by a combination of pragma-rhetorical 
strategies of argument demonstrated in the form of a fact-based claim 
strategyا و ا دأو ا  that explicitly exhibits some 
factual attributes of a large number of the audience addressed by the 
speech in order to gain their acceptance of what has been delivered so 
far in the speech and what is to follow. Since, convincing this large 
audience is not an easy task, the claim strategy is supported by overlap 
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between the emphatic pragma-rhetorical tropes of overstatements and 
RQs. So, RQ strategies are found in:   ةا ه / لر ن  وأ
 ءا نإ ل أ ص ا/لوأ  ط و/ ت نأ,while 
overstatements are realized by  و  ضرا ظأو ر مأ و
 و (ص)   ا زأو ا أو لا تأو  لا
زم   ا ىا زا و ا ا او  و  ا 
      It is clear that using this big number of tropes functions as a kind 
of hyper-linking device that serves to assert the original proposition 
established in the first text of this speech and to keep the continuation 
and discoursal unity preserved and secured from any discontinuance or 
interruption. 
Text (6) 
﴿    و د ا ب  ا لر أ ن  ا ن
  رو ا را إ نأ و هأ و ه  و هر ا ن
 ا ب ا   اا      و  او طمو  
ل   َدُواد ُنْُ َثرَو َو ل و َبْَ لآ ْِ ُثَ َو ِُَ   و
 ناا   حأو ثااو اا  عو ا  عزو  و
   ا  تاو ا لازأو ا   حازأ  ثماو 
 إ ا سا  ن   نا او   اأ مأ 
 أ ب  أ نآا نو أ ا ا ا  ا طا 
 و و  و أ   ء أ  أ    نار  
 ا   ءارو  نو ءا   اذإ و و   او ن
نا   و ن ام   ر   او ءاا.﴾  
"Glory be to Allah!! Surely Allah’s Messenger (P.B.U.H.) did not 
abandon Allah’s Book nor did he violate His commands. Rather, he 
followed its decrees and adhered to its chapters. So do you unite with 
treachery justifying your acts with fabrications? Indeed this-after his 
departure-is similar to the disasters which were plotted against him 
during his lifetime. But behold! This is Allah’s Book, a just judge and a 
decisive speaker, saying: ‘One that will (truly) inherit Me, and inherit the 
posterity of Yaqoob, and ‘and Suleiman inherited Dawood.’ Thus, He 
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(Glory be to Him) made clear that which He made share of all heirs, 
decreed from the amounts of inheritance, allowed for males and females, 
and eradicated all doubts and ambiguities (pertaining to this issue which 
existed with the) bygones. Nay! But your minds have made up a tale (that 
may pass) with you, but (for me) patience is most fitting against that 
which you assert; it is Allah (alone) whose help can be sought."O people, 
Who rush towards uttering falsehood and are indifferent to disgraceful 
and losing actions! Do you not earnestly seek to reflect upon the Quran, 
or are your hearts isolated with locks? But on your hearts is the stain of 
the evil which you committed; it has seized your hearing and your sight, 
evil is that which you justified, cursed is that which you reckoned, and 
wicked is what you have taken for an exchange! You shall, by Allah, find 
bearing it (to be a great) burden, and its consequence disastrous. (That is) 
on the day when the cover is removed and appears to you what is behind 
it of wrath. When you will be confronted by Allah with that which you 
could never have expected, there will perish, there and then, those who 
stood on falsehoods." 
This text enhances what has been claimed and backed by certain 
warrants before. It is texture that makes this view clear here: Lady 
Fatimatulzahra(P.B.U.H.) regenerates the claim set forth by her and she 
goes on to verify it, ending with what she has started her speech before 
with, in an amazing and highly sophisticated way of utilizing linguistic 
means at her disposal. Thus, a complex pragma-rhetorical strategy is 
used here to achieve this goal. First, the claim is reproduced by 
employing combined sub-strategies of fact and judgment based أ ن
  و د ا ب  ا لر which in turn intermingled 
with the central evidence that she (P.B.U.H.) insists to establish  أ
ا لر. Moreover, even the evidence strategy of argument is backed 
by several principal warrants هأ و ه  و هر ا نwhich 
are at the same time metaphorically oriented to assist the same fact (her 
central claim) which seems to be in the end a fact supported by the Holy 
Quran verses that Lady Fatimatulzahra(P.B.U.H.) stick to through the 
whole text. Consequently, she reemploys RQ emphatic devices realized 
by these two questions: را إ نأ/نآا نو أ and  she 
advocates her claim with warrant strategies of generalization  َثرَوَو
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َدُواد ُنْُ, authorityِدُواد ُنْُ َثرَو َو ل و َبْَ لآ ْِ ُثَ َو ِُَ, 
combined with the RQs in order to consolidate the claim. Then, she 
enhance them by means of backing sub-strategies represented by  و
 ثماو ناا   حأو ثااو اا  عو ا  عزو    
Which are in turn coupled with  metaphoric strategies   حازأ 
ا  تاو ا لازأو ا  exploited to justify and to 
strengthen what is raised earlier in the text. The text is sealed with two 
overstatement strategies و و   او ن  preceded and 
followed by Quranic driven expressions, which reflect the deep 
indulgence of the speaker with the Holy Quranic Verses and 
overwhelming knowledge in relation to its interpretation and rules and 
manifestations. 
3.2 Results and Discussion 
  Analyzing the selected texts has arrived at the following results: 
a. Strategies of Argument 
1. Strategies of Argument are intermingled with other pragma-rhetorical 
counterparts, particularly metaphoric expressions and emphatic RQs, 
in order to establish and maintain the unity of thought and the forms 
employed, which is achieved by the utilization of this complex 
pragma-argumentative strategy. Therefore, the employment of this 
linguistically highly interwoven strategy characterizes the whole text 
and contributes effectively to formulating and creating its  texture 
2. Various strategies of argument are coupled, intermixed and mostly 
used respectively to depict a complete picture of what is claimed in 
the text. Thus, evidence strategy is often followed by different backing 
and warrant strategies. These strategies and their sub-strategies 
overlap through the various parts of the text showing speaker's great 
ability to control  and exploit the linguistic tools in general and 
pragmatic ones in particular. 
3.The overlaps of claim, evidence and warrant strategies on one hand and 
evidence, backing and warrant overlapping employment on the other 
hand reaches peak in texts (3,4 and 5). This result verifies the core 
hypothesis of this paper (that is Lady Fatimatulzahra (P.B.U.H.) 
represents a rich source for linguistic studies and she has great 
linguistic abilities manifested in her speeches). Such linguistic 
abilities might clearly traced through smooth undisrupted intra-textual 
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relations that contribute to the unified texture of the text of her speech 
under analysis. 
4. Interestingly, different types of warrants (which are frequently Quranic 
based or oriented ones) are used and they dominate the other types of 
argument strategies. They are mainly to enhance the original claim 
set by in the beginning of text (1), and they evoke a backing strategy 
function in favour of the new evidence added in text. 
b. Pragma-rhetorical Tropes 
1. Both metaphoric strategies and RQs are utilized in abundance (in texts 
3, 4 and 5) either alone or combined with other figures of speech and 
strategies of argument. Such combinational use is justified by the fact 
that the most important and critical issues and claims that demand a  
great power of persuasion and influence must be made clear with 
explicit and effective metaphoric language (that dominated the Arab 
Community at that significant period)cherished by the speech 
audience. However, metaphor strategy is obviously the most dominant 
strategy through the whole text.  
2.In addition to RQs, two other emphatic strategies, namely: 
overstatements and understatements, are employed in the 
texts(3,4,5,6). Nevertheless, overstatements are more frequently 
employed than their understating counterparts. Such uses reflect how 
deeply indulged with Holy Quranic Verses and linguistically able the 
speaker is in her strategies selection and employment. It is evident that 
making use of this great number of tropes functions as a kind of 
hyper-linking device that serves to assert the original proposition 
established in the first text of this speech and to keep the continuation 
and discoursal unity preserved and secured from any discontinuance 
or interruption. 
3. Remarkably, RQ pragmatic strategies are mainly benefited from in the 
second part of the speech, that is, texts (4,5 and6). Such result verifies 
the hypothesis that "Lady Fatimatulzahra represents the natural 
perpetuity of the Message of Islam as the container of humanitarian 
and scientific fields of knowledge" since is obviously manifested in 
her uses of RQs strategies in a way that echoes an elevated style of use 
highly inspirited by Quranic employment of these linguistic devices.  
4. Simile is used only in Text 4 in combination with metaphor and it less 
made use of as it is replaced, most of the time, by more explicit and 
more effective metaphoric expressions. Metaphor is widely adopted as 
it functions  one the most influencing and persuasive pragma 
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rhetorical trope that is mostly used by the Holy Quran as well as the 
Holy Hadith of Prophet Muhammad and his Progeny(P.B.U.T.). 
1. Conclusions 
On the basis of the results and findings arrived at through the analysis, 
the following conclusions can be introduced: 
1. The super abundant employment of argumentative warrant and 
backing strategies that overlap with evidence strategies is intentionally 
pursued and achieved. This is done to support the text with high 
precision and highly interwoven texture that reflects the linguistic 
sophistication and creativity of the speaker/addresser, which are 
exploited to deeply influence and persuade her addressees/audience. 
2. The unity of thought and linguistically realized argumentative 
strategies comes the from intricately diversified use and distribution of 
different devices of argument into the entire structure of the text. 
Since each single lexical has a precise target that finally contributes to 
the unity of the whole text. 
3. The pragma-rhetorical tropes that are heavily employed in producing 
the text consolidates the creativity and Quranic-knowledge reflecting 
personality of this great Islamic humanitarian figure. Thus, this 
conclusion verifies the central hypothesis of the research (that says 
that Lady Fatimatulzahra (P.B.U.H.) represents a rich source for 
linguistic and other types scientific studies due to the deep indulgence 
her speech demonstrates  towards Quranic-knowledge and spirit. 
4.  The employment figures of speech is amazingly productive, 
persuasive, and exhaustive. Pragma-rhetorical strategies have been 
carefully chosen and they have been coupled and combined in a way 
that justifies their combining and use. That is why, RQs are 
accompanied by other emphatic tropes. Additionally, they are 
exploited to generate other supporting and backing strategies of 
argument, such as the various types of warrants, evidence, and 
backing strategies.  
5. The speech of Lady Fatimatulzahra (P.B.U.H.) swarms with metaphor 
utilized whenever  a need rises to provide her addressee/audience with 
a pure image of controversial or defied  issues and misty situations. 
6. Another interesting conclusion is to be made in relation to other 
figures of speech, particularly irony, which is not employed by Lady 
Fatimatulzahra (P.B.U.H.) in her speech, since it is a face threatening 
act that is taken sometimes as an impolite kind of linguistic behavior. 
Such avoidance of using ironic expressions reflects the polite acting 
ways and high morals possessed by the Progeny of the Prophet 
(P.B.U.T.).moreover, utilizing ironic  
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ﺚﺤﺒﻟﺍ ﺺﺨﻠﻣ  
    ى أ (ع) ا  أو (ص) ا لا رأ 
  رود    و هم   ا ا  ،مما ا و 
 او "واا"  و أ  ا ا  ا ةا ءاإ  (ص)
و ا جا ن ا أ ا م ارا ه ض يا و 
  . (ع) ا  أو (ص) ا ل ا رو ةا تاو
  ىا تما عأ  و ا  اظ  جا ظ 
 .ءا دو ا  ةا و ا عد ءاا ط ةا 
 ا ا ةد  ا ا   ن حا ا  د   (ع)
 ا ا سر ،ا واا ا  او ارا   ا
ا واا تاا أ  ا     جا  
 ا ةرا   ا فا نو . (ع) ءاا ط ةا  ا
 و ا ا أ و .م  ا عإ  تاا ا ا
 ا  واا تاودا ا  (ع) ءاا ط ةا نا :ا إ
ا لا ةرا نا  .   ا ضو ةراو 
 ا ما  ا  م (ع) ءاا ط ةا او ا
جا   ةا ا  
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